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10 Games From Stanford's
Cardinal Game Jam

Comment Now

The Cardinal Game Jam is Stanford University’s first hackathon for game
development. The 27-hour event took place last weekend and involved
multiple groups at Stanford, notably the Alumni Association and Tau Beta Pi
engineering honor society.

The event attracted 250 current students and alumni, along with others in the
industry. Participants included professional composers, artists, and – of
course – programmers and engineers. 40 teams competed for the prizes
ranging from marketing budgets valued at $150,000 to hardware and device
prizes.

A number of gaming companies supported the event. Machine Zone
sponsored the grand prize, Tango provided the runner-up prize, and
Cocos2D-x (Chukong Technologies) financed the third-place prize as well as
hardware devices that were raffled. Weeby.co, a messenger gaming company
that grew out of a Stanford’s PhD program, staffed the event. StartX, an
incubator started by Stanford students, provided the venue. Other supporters
included Microsoft Windows, DeNA, GameThrive, and Alsop Louie Partners.*

Here are some of our favorite games from the event.

1. Deep Water Dragon

Thomas Ehrlich and Ernestine Fu Contributor
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Grand-prize winning “Deep Water Dragon” is a haunting game in which
players lead a skeletal dragon through underwater caverns to collect missing
dragon eggs. The goal is to avoid foes and collect “powerups” that then help
defeat the “bosses.”

The game shines with a high level of polish, while providing carefully-
balanced social competition, all within a 27-hour time window. The team that
created the game attributed their success to their technology choices. Here is
what they shared:

“ The game was created in Objective-C using SpriteBuilder IDE and the
Cocos2D game engine. The game was demonstrated on iPhone and
iPad, although it can support Android devices as well. It makes
extensive use of Cocos2D’s new CCEffects API to draw 2D lighting
effects. Particle systems are used to provide an immersive parallax
effects. The game uses the Chipmunk physics engine integrated into
SpriteBuilder to allow creative ways of defeating your enemies.

The game integrates with Tango extensively using Weeby.co’s cloud
producer to handle the social and economic aspects critical to
modern free to play games. An all-new Weeby.co theme uses custom
assets designed by our artist to show a consistent visual style between
the game and the Weeby.co-provided user interfaces.

http://www.forbes.com/players/
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Collin Jackson led the team. He graduated from Stanford with a PhD in 2009
and is the founder of Apportable, a gaming technology company in Silicon
Valley. Viktor Lidholt, Ian Fischer, Scott Lembcke, and Erin Fusco also
developed the game. All team members work at Apportable, SpriteBuilder, or
Cocos2D.

Deep Water Dragon won the grand prize of 40,000 guaranteed installs
(estimated value at $120,000) as a marketing budget for their game.

* Disclosure: Ernestine Fu is employed full-time as a senior associate at
Alsop Louie Partners, a venture capital firm based in San Francisco.

2. Magic Zoo Consequences

Reminiscent of the games Pipe Dream meets Rogue, the dungeon-crawling
puzzler Magical Zoo Consequences gained the second prize of 10,000
guaranteed installs (estimated value at $30,000) for marketing.

In Magical Zoo Consequences, players create a spell to check advancing
enemies by rotating connector tiles in a grid to form continuous pathways.
Once a spell has a direct pathway to an attacker, the spell will travel along that
pathway to knock the enemy off the board. As players progress, opposition
mounts: The Monkey spins tiles randomly each move, and the Horse

http://www.apportable.com/
http://www.spritebuilder.com/
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Monarch spawns additional horse enemies each move. To keep up, the player
can use power ups to unleash devastating effects to level the playing field.
Albert Lai said that:

Lai created the game by himself. He graduated with a bachelor in Science,
Technology, and Society from Stanford in 2012.

3. Everybody Paint Stuff

Everybody Paint Stuff had the entire audience abuzz, as it’s a collaborative,
massively multi-player painting game. Players watch a single display that
contains an image and serves as a communal canvas. Each player then uses
his or her phones as a controller and paintbrush. Together, multiple players
try to replicate the target image.

The game pitch turned briefly philosophical as the game explored the
“Tragedy of the Commons” economics theory and “This is why we can’t have
nice things” meme: Some players worked together, while some acted as
anonymous rogues to sabotage the efforts of others!

“ The idea for this game came as a result of my working on a [earlier
game]. I had the idea of having a tile-rotating puzzle as the base of a
wizard game and thought that the Cardinal Game Jam would be an
excellent place to work on my hunch.
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Sam Green and Peterson Trethewey created this game. They won the third
place prize of Leap Motion gesture-motion controllers.

4. Chubby Glider

Chubby Glider is a “long-jump” game. Players pilot a “chubby” African grey
parrot and attempt to glide it as far as possible, while navigating around
explosives and traps. Along the way, players can earn coins to spend on
boosters for extra bounce and speed.

Colin Green programmed the game, and Patrick Fram developed the art and
sound. Fram’s pet bird Digby – an actual African grey parrot – inspired the
theme and artwork.

5. Grey Wastes

https://www.leapmotion.com/
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Grey Wastes is a game that takes place in the “Grey Wastes of Hades.” It’s
unclear if this is a reference to the evil plane from Dungeons & Dragons, or a
hat-tip to George R. R. Martin’s popularized “Game of Thrones” mythology.
Either way, participants play the character of Shade and collect pieces of light,
while escaping the masses of forgotten souls that are eager to devour the light.
Music and audio for the game is generated live as it is played.

A music technologist and researcher at the Stanford Center for Computer
Research in Music and Acoustics, Rob Hamilton, developed the game. He has
designed and developed procedural audio and music for a number of other
games.

6. Bubble Pop

http://dnd.wizards.com/
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/
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Bubble Pop is a collaborative real-time multiplayer game involving bubbles.
Each player starts by pushing around a soap bubble. A player can merge his
bubble with that of another player, to create a larger bubble that all of the
contained players control. In doing so, players must decide whether to work
with or against other players. The goal is to reach a high score by keeping a
player’s bubble safe for as long as possible.

Josh Kasten and George Deglin created the game. Opera singer and composer
Elizabeth Zharoff composed and produced the sound effects and music,
including three full length music tracks.

7. Kaiju Blast
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Kaiju Blast is a MATCH 3 puzzle game similar to Bejeweled, Candy Crush,
and Adventure Xpress. What differentiates this game from existing puzzle
games is that it uses a character-building system, in which a player’s character
gains power-ups based on the player’s ability to puzzle match gems. For
example, matching red gems will increase the character’s attack power.
Players then use gained powers to challenge enemies.

Marco Dominguez, Carlos Talbott, and Jonathan Pasamonte plan to expand
Kaiju Blast after the event with a better game engine and additional features.
Elizabeth Zharoff assisted with sound effects.

8. Lava Cross
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Lava Cross is a fast-paced game in which players try to escape a volcano. The
goal is to hop between tiles as they crumble from underneath players and get
to safety before the lava destroys players. The tiles are generated procedurally
and then destroyed at random over regular time intervals, so no two plays are
the same. The game also has multiple levels with increasing degrees of
difficulty. For example, in one level, the tiles are destroyed at a faster rate as
the pig moves towards the right.

The team included Tammi Tay, Swati Mallya, Claire Yin, Zhennian Liang, and
Alvin Hsui.

9. Blind Bash
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“Blind Bash is inspired by the street fighting games I used to lose when I was
younger,” said engineer Patrick Moody.

Moody brought that idea into the modern day age with Twitter. Players
compete in a blindfolded fight against random people on Twitter. Instead of
two people being at the same computer and fighting, players pre-record their
moves and blindly fight other people who also pre-record their moves. The
moves players can choose include jump, punch, duck, and kick.

Moody plans to extend the concept to have ongoing matches with friends
where players can learn their tactics and track past scores.

10. Cat Caller
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Cat Caller is a game that addresses street harassment, or “cat calling.” “At age
12, 10% of girls experience street harassment,” the team reported, “and by age
17 that number jumps to almost 50%.” The game features a girl who deploys
empowerment tools, in the form of pencils and calculators, to educate cat
callers while overcoming obstacles in her way.

Andy Gonzales, Sophie Houser, and Joe Brown developed the game.

Gonzales and Houser are two high school students in New York who have
been widely profiled in the media for creating a game called Tampon Run.
After learning to program at the Girls Who Code program this past summer,
the two developed Tampon Run to tackle the tough issue of female
menstruation for young women. Cat Caller is their second game.

Brown is a 19-year old programmer who works at Weeby.co, a Stanford-
founded gaming company and sponsor of the event. Brown started
programming games at the age of 12 and was the first hire for Weeby.co’s
250K-salary program.

Bonus: Event Organizers’ Game

http://time.com/3319562/tampon-run-girls-who-code/
http://www.tamponrun.com/
http://girlswhocode.com/
http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2014/09/22/silicon-valley-startup-weeby-co-blows-up-salary-structure-for-top-software-engineers/
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Some organizers of the game jam also developed a game. The team consisted
of Jimmy Griffith, Jeff Himmelman, Ernestine Fu, and Derrick Fung. Joseph
Wilm provided engineering and integration support with Weeby.co’s beta
social toolkit. Weeby.co was a sponsor of the event, and some other sponsors
and organizers also provided feedback. The team did not compete for any of
the prizes.

The concept of the game is a vertical runner. A robot runs up one of the walls
and when a player taps the screen, he dashes to the opposite wall. The dash
serves as an attack that takes out any enemies in his way. If he’s not dashing
when he hits the enemy, he dies. You can also collect coins to then spend on
boosters and new characters. Some coins can also be collected for temporary
speed boosts and other power-ups.

If you survive for long enough, a player can fight the “big boss.” The
interaction changes a bit: a player drags left and right on the screen to
maneuver the robot and shots a stream of attacks. The “big boss” shoots
projectiles back at the player, which he has to avoid while simultaneously
trying to bring the “big boss” down.

Photos by Jonathan Marinaro and Michael Silverman. 
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